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The Interactive influence model 3 is a framework that combines all behavioral science 
principles and behavior change techniques into a simple communication model 
suitable for describing interactive technologies and campaigns.

The model is based on a circular communication model where the source 
communicates to the audience, who communicates back to the source, and so on. It 
has nine domains which contain distinct types of psychological principles you will draw 
from depending on the nature of your project.
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process, which is why abandonment is also a key 
outcome that should be anticipated from the onset.

6. Audience expression and 
source
From a digital psychology perspective, this domain 
covers data capture, storage and interpretation 
through research, data science and algorithms. This 
is a prerequisite for using many of the feedback 
psychology principles listed in the two-way message 
domain.

7. Two-way message  
When using a two-way communication cycle, the 
source knows enough about the audience that it 
can adapt its message based on the audience’s 
needs, behavior, and situation. This domain covers 
a plethora of feedback psychology principles we 
can add to the one-way message which are only 
available when the source is able to capture and 
process information about the audience.

8. Social context 
A large part of influence comes from the audience’s social 
con text, where the influence exerted by other people 
can be far more influential than the influence exerted 
by you, your company, or brand. This domain integrates 
all the principles of social psychology, which need to be 
managed with care.

9. Physical and virtual 
environment   
The physical and virtual environment describes our 
built environment where the availability and structure 
of things in time and space exert influence.

1. Source 
The source of a message is the person, place, or 
thing that communicates with the audience. Most 
people think of the sources as a person, but the 
source of a message can also be an organization, 
brand, product, or technology. In abstract terms, 
the source is anything the audience can build a 
relationship with and learn to trust or distrust. 

2. Message expression and 
interpretation  
Whenever two actors engage in a discussion, 
one expresses a message, the other interprets 
it and responds by expressing another message 
back to the original sender. This domain covers 
the psychological principles that describe how 
to communicate in a way that fits our audience’s 
interpretation of the world. 

3. Media
Media is anything we can use to record and pass 
on a message to another person who can then 
interpret and understand it. The persuasive qualities 
of different media come from the different cognitive 
and emotional artifacts associated with each sensory 
system.
 

4. One-way message
In persuasive communications, the source conveys a 
message to the audience through media to influence 
them. A one-way message is when the source 
expresses its message without prior knowledge of 
the audience.

5. Audience 
An audience is the intended recipient of a message, 
be it one person, a market segment, or an entire 
community. The primary outcomes we aim to 
influence include raising our audience’s awareness, 
comprehension, motivation, intention, confidence, 
and both short-term and long-term action. However, 
it’s normal for our audience to disengage during the 



DOMAIN 1.  
Source
101. Source representation (authenticity)
102. Credibility

102 a. Competency
102 b. Honesty

103. Charm
103 a. Surface appeal
103 b. Likeable
103 c. Similar

104. Familiarity

DOMAIN 2. 
Source expression &  
audience interpretation
201. Cognitive ease & strain

201 a. Cognitive ease (fluency)
201 b. Cognitive strain

202. Pre-attentive processing (salience)
203. Visual cognition (Gestalt)

203 a. Proximity
203 b. Connectivity
203 c. Enclosure
203 d. Similarity
203 e. Continuity
203 f. Closure
203 g. Symmetry
203 h. Figure-ground

204. Ordering
204 a. Serial position: primacy & recency
204 b. Priming (relative to the context)
204 c. Anchoring (relative to the anchor)

205. Framing
205 a. Concrete versus abstract framing
205 b. Gain versus loss framing
205 c. Decoys 
205 d. Zero, one, or two-sided arguments
205 e. Endowment framing
205 f. Defaults 

206. Timing
206 a. Single-session
206 b. Multi-session

ONE-WAY COMMUNICATION

DOMAIN 3.  
Media
301. Images (sight)
302. Words (sight)
303. Numbers (sight)
304. Audio (hearing)
305. Video (sight, hearing)
306. Haptic (touch)

DOMAIN 4. 
One-way message 
401. Focus
402. Persuade

402 a. Educate
402 b. Motivate
402 c. Nudge
402 d. Assure 

403. Facilitate
403 a. Pave
403 b. Guide 
403 c. Reinforce

404. Re-engage
404 a. Support 
404 b. Re-motivate
404 c. Restore trust

DOMAIN 5. 
Audience
501. Concentrating (aware)
502. Comprehending (informed)
503. Desiring (motivated)
504. Deciding (intent)
505. Trusting (confident)
506. Acting (short-term behavior)
507. Maintaining (long-term behavior)
508. Abandoning (no behavior)
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DOMAIN 6. 
Source expression &  
audience interpretation
601. Research-based feedback
602. Manual data capture
603. Interaction-based data capture
604. Automated data porting
605. Sensor-based data capture

DOMAIN 7. 
Two-way message
701. Sequential gifts & requests

701 a. Reciprocity
701 b. Foot-in-the-door
701 c. Door-in-the-face

702. Reminders & prompts
703. Engaging at the right time (kairos)
704. Targeting segments
705. Personalization
706. Tailoring 
707. Setting goals & making commitments
708. Personal action plan
709. Personal barriers & friction

709 a. Remove personal barriers & friction
709 b. Add personal barriers & friction

710. Feedback on performance
711. Reinforcement

711 a. Reward on success
711 b. Punish on failure

DOMAIN 8. 
Social context
801. Anonymity
802. Social affiliation
803. Self-identity & expression
804. Social curiosity & concern
805.Social facilitation 
806. Social learning (modelling)
807. Social norms (normative influence)
808. Psychological safety
809. Social recognition (approval / disapproval)
810. Social comparison (upward / downward)
811. Co-competition 

811 a. Cooperation 
811 b. Competition

812. Social diffusion facilitation

DOMAIN 9.
Physical environment
901. Spatial metaphor design 
902. Environmental restructuring 
903. Stimulus control
904. Scarcity (abundance to shape value)
905. Urgency (availability to increase pressure)

TWO-WAY INTERACTION CONTEXTUAL FACTORS


